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'HFRPSRVLWLRQDQG&RQWLQXDWLRQV
The Rapporteur presented B905 and this aroused a lot of discussion. There was general feeling that
instance layering could be more explicitly defined. The proposed suggestions were not agreed upon
because there was a feeling that the users would be hampered by the strong redundancy
requirements. There were suggestions to include the instance structure information on the MSC
document level.
Regarding the MSC document partitioning. This idea was also recognized, and a supplementary
idea of “MSC packages” was introduced. This was uniformly agreed as desirable. There was an
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idea to investigate UML to see whether the (new) MSC document diagram could be similar to some
of the (numerous) diagrams of UML.
Jan Docekal (Telelogic) presented B907. The group saw no obvious reason to introduce new
symbols for start and end conditions.
Jan Docekal (Telelogic) presented B906. There was reasonable agreement that conditions on
decomposed instances should in some way have a counterpart in the decomposition diagram.
Creation: what about parameters to the creation if the decomposition diagram will not have any
creations. Does decomposition mean the same as “refinement” (restricting the set of traces) or the
opposite. The gates from an MSC reference actually represent a (complicated) gate expression
including DOW and VHT?
There are the following important questions:
1. Parallel composition (esp. referring to decomposed instances) should the alternatives of the
separate composed expressions be combined through message gates.
2. What is the relation between the (glass box) definition of an instance (within a diagram) and its
decomposition diagram? We have adopted the notion that a decomposed instance is similar to
an MSC reference, but there is a difference from the ordinary MSC reference since the instance
has some internal structure, while an MSC reference has only its gates.
7KH5DSSRUWHXU VLQYHVWLJDWLRQ
The Rapporteur investigated the above questions offline during the meeting and made the following
presentation.
There are two slightly different issues related to decomposition. One issue is about the structural
similarity between the decomposed instance and the decomposition. The second issue is what
behavioral similarities should be required.
Regarding the structural similarities, it is obvious that the instance axis can be seen as a sequence of
MSC constructs. The Rapporteur suggested that these constructs should have a simple
correspondant within the decomposition according to the following table:
,QVWDQFH

'HFRPSRVLWLRQ

messaging (input, output)

compatible1 messaging

action

something (not nothing)

MSC expression

corresponding global2 MSC expression

timers (set, reset, timeout)

considered similar to messaging

create

create3

stop

all contained instances stop

MSC reference

corresponding global MSC reference

____________________
1

compatibility is to be determined later

2

"global" will mean at least within the scope of the decomposed instance

3

It was pointed out that this correspondence requires the introduction of create-gates.
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condition

corresponding condition4

coregion

corresponding messaging

The question then is the interpretation of "corresponding" and this is closely related to the
interpretation of the meaning of the MSC document itself. We have up to now given no "canonical"
interpretation of what an MSC is. The language has been said only to define a set of traces. Whether
these traces are some of the possible traces, all the possible traces or some (or all) of impossible
traces is external to the language. The question is, however, related to decomposition by the fact
that decomposition intuitively is associated with the general notion of refinement. Given that a
refinement normally is defined as restricting the set of possible behaviors, decomposition should
then restrict the number of possible traces. Empirical data shows, most probably, that
decompositions are meant to describe more traces than the decomposed. How can this be
interpreted as refinement? We have (at least) the following options:
1. The decomposed instance is considered only to define the gate interface and no further ordering.
2. The decomposed instance is considered to define the gate interface and the graphical order of
the gates in the decomposition should be the same as that of the decomposed instance. (This
would help to prevent deadlock)
3. The decomposed instance is considered to represent some of the possible traces. The
decomposition should also cover these traces (as projected onto the interface). The
decomposition is allowed to cover more traces. In fact the decomposition could also define
traces with other gate interface than the decomposed instance?
4. The decomposed instance is considered to represent the complete behavior definition of the
contained events. The decomposition should adhere to this definition with respect to its
observable (external) behavior. This is the MSC-92 definition of decomposition interface.
5. The decomposed instance is interpreted as an input/output streamfunction. The decomposition
projected onto the interface should give the same function values for all input histories covered
by the decomposed instance.
These should be the possibilities for the definition of "corresponding messaging".
There was reasonable consensus that extensive behavioral calculation should not be necessary for
the purpose of establishing the static requirements. This probably leaves only the first two or three
alternatives above.
"Corresponding global MSC expression" means that there is an MSC expression in the
decomposition which has the same operator and corresponding operands. A corresponding operand
is recursively the same as the whole decomposition corresponding to an instance (within a
diagram).
Corresponding to an action in the decomposed instance there should be "something, but not
nothing" in the decomposition. This is not trivial since it may be very difficult to distinguish
between what is supposed to correspond to the action and what corresponds to the (say: messaging)
before and after the action.
Conditions correspondence is also non-trivial. B905 gives one possible answer.
____________________
4

The corresponding condition should refer to the same name possibly through qualifier.
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"Corresponding global MSC reference" refers to the principle of Commutative Decomposition as
decided by Decision 98-04.

'DWDDQG&RQWURO6WUXFWXUHV
André Engels presented B908. Clive Jervis (Motorola) presented B917. Some unresolved questions
arose:
1. Mixed data languages in one MSC?
2. Constrained values (whatever within a range)
3. Parameters for the MSC itself? The creation parameters will then be parameters for the MSC.
7KHLQYHVWLJDWLRQE\WKH$VV5DSSIRU'DWD
Clive Jervis was appointed Associated Rapporteur for Data in MSC.
Clive Jervis investigated a model with the following properties and problems:
1. Every variable has a scope (e.g. an MSC expression). How is the variable defined?
2. The variable is set only once in the scope
3. Every other occurrence of the variable within the scope is given the aquired value
4. The setting of a variable must occur as the first use of the variable within the scope, but we may
not be able in general to determine whether this is true.
5. What if a variable has no value when it occurs the first time in its scope?
6. How should datatypes be defined?
The following classification was reached:
9DULDEOHV
•

fixed scope, well defined

•

once in scope, have fixed/aquire one value

•

can have different values each time in scope

3RVVLEOH6FRSHV
•

HMSC

•

MSC

•

Inline Expression

•

Operand area / MSC body

3RVVLEOH%LQGLQJV
•

unbound

•

static binding

•

dynamic binding
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2SSRUWXQLWLHV)RU%LQGLQJ
•

MSC reference expression

•

Instance creation

•

Gates

It was pointed out that there is a major difference whether the variables are symbolic values or
interpreted as (programming) variables. Typically when the variables are considered symbolic
values, their scope is an MSC or a subpart of an MSC. If variables are to be understood as
programming variables, their scope is more naturally an instance.
-DQ'RFHNDO VLQYHVWLJDWLRQ
Jan Docekal investigated some scenarios of how users will utilize variables. He thought that the
users will want to test the internal state of the system, and this internal state may or may not be
affiliated with message parameter data.
He also thought that users would like to apply variables to define which alternative to choose in an
alternative expression and to define loop termination.
7KHLQYHVWLJDWLRQE\WKH$VV5DSSIRU7LPH
Ina Schieferdecker investigated based on our discussion and proposed model where data should
occur within MSC.
The discussion revealed that the group wanted variables
•

as parameter to the MSC name (in the header). The actual parameter would be in MSC
references.

•

as parameter to messages.

•

as parameter to instance.

•

as parameter to timer (as actual parameter)’

•

in conditions

•

possibly in operator expressions. This would mean that more general "array-like" expressions
could be defined.

7LPHDQG3HUIRUPDQFH
The Ass. Rapp. for Time, Ina Schieferdecker presented a risk analysis for performance concepts
(B914). A decision 98-08 was unanimously reached.
Ina Schieferdecker presented B912. Questions raised:
1. Example given for durations where the intervals could (or could not) all go together. If the
intervals do not go together, is this an error or only the empty trace or a trace ending in
deadlock?
2. The interval between two msc-events restrict the duration that may pass between these events.
The actual duration must be taken from the interval. Commutative diagrams may be interpreted
in different ways:
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A (max,+)-semantics:
An event occurs immediately in time after all preceding durations have ended. This implies that
all actual time intervals can be choosen from the intervals independently from each other. This
implies that in a "legal trace" of an MSC, some but not all preceding intervals of an event to its
predecessors may be longer than specified. But it is impossible that all preceding intervals are
longer than specfied or that they are shorter than the minimum interval length.
2.B hard deadline-semantics:
Hard deadline semantics mean that an event must occur in between the interval. In a "legal
trace" of an MSC, ALL intervals must be satisfied. Time inconsistencies in an MSC may occur
since dependencies between the given intervals may reveal that no actual trace can satisfy ALL
interval constraints, i.e. there is no legal trace. The analysis of timing analysis is to be discussed.
We will interpret MSC with the hard deadline-semantics.
3. Timing relating to non-orderable events?
Olaf Kluge presented B911. We decided that Olaf would work on the more general concept of
FULWLFDOUHJLRQ. Also decomposition of critical regions will be investigated.
Ina Schieferdecker presented B913. Everybody agreed about the extended notation for timers.
Ina Schieferdecker presented B914. The “start of an MSC” was recognized to be a difficult concept
as there is not always possible to define that given that MSCs reference other MSCs. The
Rapporteur provided an example that showed that more general parameterized timestamps would be
needed. Regarding the syntax for time stamps, many comments came. Telelogic will provide a large
example of an MSC and send that to the Ass. Rapp. for Time who will supply them with different
suggestions for time stamp syntax.

*HQHUDO0DLQWHQDQFH
*UDPPDU
Jan Docekal presented B909 and we walked through the changes. See the Decisions section for
what changes were accepted and rejected.
5HPRWH3URFHGXUH&DOOV
The Ass. Rapp. for Maintenance Ekkart Rudolph presented B904. The discussion aroused
arguments about the general notion of critical region. It was agreed that the notion of critical region
was associated with the discusssion of remote procedures. Ekkart Rudolph suggested 4 different
instance areas strong sequencing, coregion, critical region, and undefined (?). The discussion in
addition identified a special kind of critical region which could be called VXVSHQVLRQUHJLRQ where
no events could occur. Ina Schieferdecker pointed out that this resembled her LGOLQJWLPH from
Geneva 98.
It was generally felt that the UHWXUQ of the remote procedure should also include the name of the
called procedure.
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1H[WPHHWLQJV
Experts meeting in October, in conjunction with ETSI MTS meeting in Sophia Antipolis October
20-22 1998.
Next SG 10 meeting in February 1999 proposed 4-11. February.
Editorial meeting for Z.120 early summer of 1999 (possibly in Lofoten, Norway) to make the final
touch.
Final meeting of the study period January 10-18 2000

$FWLRQ/LVW
Items that are successfully accomplished are removed from the action list. Please consult earlier
minutes to find actioin items having been deleted.


7RSLF

5HVSRQVLEOH

'HDGOLQH

98-07

Update Master List of Corrections with the
decisions concerning Dangling Events

Rapporteur

98.07 check!

98-09

Correct Master List of Correction should be
corrected for the <mscexpr area>

Rapporteur

98.07 OK?

98-12

Contribution on specific aspects of time:

Ass. Rapp. for
Time

98.07 OK?

•

events and actions

•

synchronization mechanisms

•

timers and time requirements

98-13

Investigate semantics of critical region

Olaf Kluge

98.08

98-14

Investigate syntax of critical region and
decomposition of critical region

Rapporteur

98.08

98-15

Time intervals for non-orderable events such as
e.g. MSC references and MSC expressions

Ass. Rapp. for
Time

98.09

98-16

Absolute timing must be further investigated

Ass. Rapp. for
Time

98.09

98-17

Investigation of timestamp syntaxes

Ass. Rapp for
Time +
Telelogic

98.09

98-18

Investigate the syntax of remote procedures
further

Ass. Rapp. for
Maintenance

98.09

98-19

Distribute last working version of Z.120 in Word
97 to the members of the ITU MSC group

Rapporteur

98.07

98-20

Distribute Annex B in Acrobat to the members of
the ITU MSC group

Rapporteur

98.07
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98-21

Substitution of lists of conditions must be
scrutinized

Rapporteur

98.09

98-22

Suggestion for an MSC document diagram (and
corresponding textual grammar). This should
include a package concept

Rapporteur

98.09

98-23

Suggestion for static requirements and semantic
interpretation of decomposition

Rapporteur

98.09

98-24

Jan Docekal will investigate the need for mixed
Telelogic
instance oriented and event oriented grammar with
Verilog and Cinderella. Ekkart Rudolph will be
kept informed

98.07

98-25

Suggestion for data in MSC based on our current
discussion

Ass. Rapp. for
Data

98.09

98-26

Investigate further parallel continuation (such as
in decomposed instances) considering either
conditions or gates+messages

Telelogic (with 98.09
the help of
Rapporteur)

'HFLVLRQV
The decisions of the MSC group are registered in this table below. The decision may of course be
overturned by a new decision, but we shall require especially strong arguments undo an earlier
decision.

#

'HFLVLRQ

98-01

TD 44 with minor editorial changes should be recommended as Z.120 Annex B

98-02

From now on Annex C should be obsolete

98-03

The semantics of Decomposed instances should be built upon interpreting the
instances as references based on TD 40 by the Ass. Rapp. for Maintenance.

98-04

“Commutative decomposition” should be the restriction which should replace the
restriction that decomposed instances are not to be covered by MSC references.

98-05

General order symbols will have dotted lines

98-06

MSC will not be enhanced by an architectural description at this point in time

98-07

MSC textual language should preferably be a language which is possible to describe
by an LALR(1) grammar.

98-08

MSC-2000 will include quantified time and possibly some concepts for quantified
non-determinism (probabilities of alternatives). Other performance aspects will be
left to other description techniques to be used in conjunction with MSC.

98-09

Time and duration expressions will follow from our general handling of data since
time and duration will be data types and these will be provided as default types.
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98-10

Timers are extended with a PD[LPXPWLPH, and the default maximum time is
infinity.

98-11

Substitution grammar for substitution of conditions should be made as backward
compatible with MSC-96 as possible by introducing parenthesis and not the
suggested radical syntactic changes.

98-12

All grammatical changes that do not lead to change in the textual language
suggested by Telelogic were accepted.

98-13

Textual language changes accepted:
1. ODEHO-keyword for event names
2. DIWHU-clause
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